INTRODUCTION
Nanotechnologyisa technology on a "nano" scale (billionths of a meter). The vision of nanotechnology was introduced in 1959 by Nobel Physicist Faynman [1] while the term was first used by Norio Taniguchi. Furthermore, Drexler published a book named "Engines of Creation" to promote the prospective of molecular nanotechnology. [2] Drexler (engineer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology) invented the term along with his concept of developing machines from an atomic level to molecules to full size. Nano came from a Greek word which means "dwarf." A widely used definition for nanotechnology is "The creation and utilization of materials, devices, and systems through the control of matter on the nanometer scale (1-100 nm), i.e. at the level of atoms, molecules, and supramolecular structures." [3] National Nanotechnology
Initiative described it as, "Technology that exploits specific phenomena and direct manipulation of materials on the nanoscale." However, nanotechnology is much more than the study of small things; it is the exploration and advancement of materials, devices, and systems showing physical, chemical, and biological properties that are divergent from those found on a larger scale. [4] Nanotechnology, which utilizes nano volumes and/or nano flows or less in separation sciences, is not limited to the production of micromachined devices, but also being used in bio/clinical research areas of single cell analysis, DNA, RNA, and protein/peptide analysis, in hyphenated technology such as capillary liquid chromatographyelectrospray ionization mass spectrometry, sampling techniques, drug delivery, imaging, early detection of tumors, and cancer research [5] and so on. However, the translation process of nanotechnology from a fundamental research tool into clinical practice has to overcome many hurdles. To guarantee sustainable development, there is an urgent need to understand the impact that novel nano-materials could have on human health, and also to develop reliable methods for risk assessments. [6, 7] Nanotechnology when incorporated into biology is referred as "nanobiotechnology" or "nanomedicine." Similar to Drexler's concept of developing machines from the inside out, the aim of nanobiotechnology is to develop artificial devices (and organs) that could interact with and analyze the cell's contents.
Because of the growing importance of applications of nanotechnology in dentistry, a new field called nanodentistry is evolving. New treatment prospects in dentistry include application of local anesthesia, hypersensitivity cure, complete orthodontic realignment in a single office visit, and continuous oral health care with the help of mechanical dentifrobots that end cariescausing bacteria and even renovates blemishes on the teeth where decay has occurred. [8] Scientists in the field of regenerative medicine and tissue engineering are searching different ways to apply the principles of cell transplantation, material science, and bioengineering increase biological substitutes that will restore and sustain normal function in diseased and injured tissue. Advancement in refined means of delivering medications at therapeutic levels to specific sites is an important scientific issue for applications of nanotechnology in medicine and dentistry. [4] 1. Nanomaterials contain constituents <100 nm in minimum one dimension. 2. They have significant surface effects, size effects, quantum effects and show better performance properties than traditional materials. 3. They have special chemical, optical, magnetic, and electro-optical properties. 4. Important property of self-assembly by which they autonomously organize themselves into patterns or structures without any others intervention.
PROPERTIES OF NANOMATERIALS

Generations of nanotechnology Nanomedicine
Nanomedicine is defined as the science and technology of diagnosing, treating and preventing disease, relieving pain and stabilizing, and improving human health, using nanoscale structured materials [ Figure 1 ], biotechnology, and genetic engineering, and finally complex machine structures, and nanorobots. [9] Application of nanotechnology in medicine Nanodiagnostics Nanodiagnostic devices are used for early disease identification at the cellular and molecular levels. Nanomedicine can increase the efficacy and reliability of in vitro diagnostics, by using selective nanodevices in collecting human fluids and tissue samples and by making multiple analyses at the subcellular level [ Figure 2 ]. From an in vivo perspective, nanodevices may be introduced into the body to identify the early existence of a disease, or to identify and quantify toxic molecules, tumor cells, and so forth. [10, 11] Various nanostructures (nanodiagnostics aids) have a capability to diagnose a disease in the early phase of development. These nanodevices also decode the encoded information from the bases making up the genetic codes underlying the pathogenesis of cancer.
Stem cell labels and tracers
Stem cell research benefits greatly from nanotechnology by providing answers to stem cell tracking. It provides a variety of direct stem cell labeling options, as well as facilitates the use of other important techniques such as reporter genes. Stem cell tracking techniques can be divided into intracellular (contrast agent localized within the cell) and extracellular (signal is derived from the outside, but is closely related to the cell), based on the placement of contrast material. Stem cell tracers may be unimodal (detectable by just one modality) or multimodal (by several modalities).
Nanorobotic microbivores
Microbivores are the artificial phagocytes that patrol the bloodstream and digest the unwanted pathogens including bacteria, viruses or fungi. [12, 13] Microbivores can achieve complete clearance of the most severe septicemic infections of the body in hours or minutes. The nanorobot decreases the risk of sepsis or septic shock because the pathogens are completely digested into harmless sugars and amino acids. 
Surgical nanorobotics
A surgical nanorobot, programmed and directed by a human, could act as a semiautonomous onsite surgeon inside the human body when introduced through the vascular system. Such a device could perform various functions such as searching and diagnosing the pathology and finally treating the lesions by nanomanipulation. It is coordinated by an onboard computer along with the supervising surgeon by means of coded ultrasound signals. [12] E.g., Femtolaser, which act like a pair of nanoscissors, vaporizes tissue locally and leave the adjacent tissue unharmed. Feynman offered the first proposal for a nanorobotic surgical procedure for the treatment of heart disease. [14] Nanogenerators [15] They are self-powered implantable medical devices, sensors, and portable electronics, which convert mechanical energy from human body movement, muscle stretching, or fluid flow into electricity. Nanogenerators produce electric current by bending and releasing zinc oxide (piezoelectric and semiconducting) nanowires. Nanowires can be developed from polymer-based films, use of these flexible polymer substrates permit portable devices to be powered by the movement of the users. Human body is no bleat converting chemical energy from glucose into the mechanical energy of our muscles. Wang (faculty at Peking University and National Centre for Nanoscience and Technology of China) described that these nanogenerator scan utilize the mechanical energy and translate it to electrical energy for powering devices present inside the body. This can just bring a boon to self-powered implantable medical devices.
Regenerative medicine
An evolving multidisciplinary field which is mainly concerned with the improvement and maintenance of cells, tissues, and organs by cell therapy and tissue engineering methods. With the help of nanotechnology, it is possible to interact with cell components, to influence the cell proliferation and differentiation, and to control the production and organization of the extracellular matrices. These days nanomedicine uses structured nanoparticles like dendrimers and nanoshells to target specific tissues and organs. These nanoparticles function as diagnostic as well as therapeutic antiviral, antitumor or anticancer agents. In future, complex nanodevices and even nanorobots will be designed to achieve the most influential results. The molecular nanotechnology seems to provide an intense progress in diagnosing medical problems along with maintenance and improvement of human health at the molecular level.
APPLICATIONS IN CLINICAL DENTISTRY Oral cancers diagnosis and treatment
Saliva contains various proteomic and genomic markers for molecular disease identification. Exosome, a membrane-bound secretory vesicle, is one of a marker, whose level is increased in malignancy. It has been studied by atomic force microscopy, which employs nanoparticles. Oral cancer can also be diagnosed by nanoelectromechanical systems, oral fluid nanosensor tests and an optical nanosensor. Nanoshells (miniscule beads) are specific tools used in cancer therapeutics. It has an outer metallic layer that selectively destroys cancer cells leaving normal cells undamaged [ Figure 3 ]. Nanoparticle-coated radioactive sources are still under trial phase, which are placed close to or within the tumor to destroy tumor cells. Nanovectors are used for the delivery of drug across the blood-brain barrier in the treatment of diseases like Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases. [16, 17] Nanoneedles [18] and nanoanaesthesia Nanosized stainless-steel crystals are assimilated into suture needles and in near future cell surgeries may be possible with nanotweezers. The gingival of the patient is instilled with a colloidal suspension containing active micron-sized dental robots that respond according to the dentist. Nanorobots then can reach the pulp via the gingival sulcus, lamina propria or dentinal tubules. On reaching the dentin, the nanorobots enter the dentinal tubular holes that are 1-4 µm in diameter and advances toward the pulp, guided by various chemical gradients that are all under the control of nanocomputer which is directed by a dentist. Nanorobots can complete its journey into the pulp chamber in approximately 100 s. The presence of various cells like human gingival cells, pulpal fibroblasts, cementoblasts, and odontoblasts suggests that this journey is feasible for cell-sized nanorobots of similar mobility only. As these nanorobots pass through the enamel, dentin, and then reaches into the pulp, the analgesic dental nanorobots may be controlled by the dentist to seal down all sensitivity in selected tooth that requires treatment. When the dentist permits the icon for the desired tooth on the handheld controlled display monitor, the tooth is immediately anesthetized. Once the oral procedure is completed, the dentist instructs the nanorobots through the same acoustic data links to restore all the sensation and to rescue from the tooth through the same path. This analgesic technique is patient friendly as it reduces anxiety and phobia of needle. Most importantly it is quick and completely reversible procedure. Furthermore, this anesthesia has least side effects or complications in the oral cavity.
[10]
As nanosolutions
Nano solutions can be used as a bonding agent. Homogeneity of the solution is certified, because the adhesive is mixed perfectly reach time whenever used. Nanoparticles are also used as a sterilizing solutions in the form of nano-sized emulsified oil droplets that bombard various pathogens. [19] Use in orthodontics
Orthodontic robot allows painless tooth uprighting, rotating, and vertical repositioning, along with rapid tissue repair. New stainless-steel wire that uses nanotechnology is being studied these days that combines ultra-high-strength with good deformability strength, corrosion resistance, and surface finish.
As nanocomposites
Because of nanoparticles significant surface effects, size effects and quantum effects, nanocomposites usually exhibit much better performance properties than traditional materials. The improved relevant properties include enhanced toughness, stiffness, improved transparency, increased resistance to scratch, abrasion, solvent, and heat and decreased gas permeability. In addition, nanoparticles also have some special properties such as chemical, optical, magnetic, and electro-optical properties, which differ from those of either individual molecules or bulk material.
Microfillers in composites and micro core materials have long being in use in dentistry. Although the filler particle size cannot be condensed below 100 nm, nano composite particles are minute enough to be manufactured at the molecular level. Nanoparticles improve the compressive strength of the material used. Filler particles of submicron size, like zirconium dioxide, are also essential to improve composites polishing ability as well as esthetics. However, when particles of this size are used, the material may be more prone to brittleness, cracking and fracturing after curing. To overcome it, hybrid composites and composites containing a wider distribution of filler particles are used. Although these composites exhibit a better strength and esthetics, they are weak due to nanoparticle clumping or agglomeration. This problem can be overcome by incorporating a proprietary coating particle during their manufacturing procedure, thereby eliminating weak spots and providing consistent strength throughout the entire "fill" of the core build-up. In addition, the even dispersal of the nanoparticles results in a smoother, creamier consistency, and improves its flow characteristics. Once the material is cured to its hardened state, the properties contribute to the dentinlike polishability. [18, 20] Nanoencapsulation Targeted release systems that incorporate nanocapsules are still under trial for inclusion into vaccines and antibiotics used by the patients. [18] Tooth repair/nanotissue engineering (biomimicry)
Complete dentition replacement is the replacement of the whole tooth along with its cellular and the mineral components. This is achieved through the combined utilization of approaches like nanotechnology, genetic engineering, and tissue engineering. Chan et al. re-formed dental enamel, the hardest tissue in the human body, by using particularly organized micro architectural units called nanorods. Complete dentition replacement using nano technology may thus serve useful in compromised cases.
Nanofibers
Nanofibers having a larger surface area per unit mass, when compared with polymer microfibers, permit an easier addition of surface functionalities. Thus, these can be efficiently applied in drug delivery systems and tissue engineering scaffolds in dentistry. E.g., Arestin.
Application in periodontics
The application of nanotechnology in the periodontal management was put forward by Kong et al. [4] the concept given by their researches formulated many concepts regarding tissue engineering in periodontal regeneration.
Treatment of dentinal hypersensitivity
Changes in pressure transmitted to the pulp hydrodynamically are the main cause of dentinal hypersensitivity. The dentinal tubules of a hypertensive tooth have twice the diameter and eight times the surface density of those in non-sensitive teeth [ Figure 4 ]. Nanorobots selectively and accurately block these dentinal tubules using native materials, thus offering quick and permanent relief to the patient. [19] Nanorobotic dentifrices (dentifrobots) Nanorobotic dentifrices, either by mouthwash or toothpaste, cover all subgingival , and metabolize trapped organic matter into harmless and odorless vapors. These nanorobot dentifrices called dentifrobot scan identify and destroy pathogenic bacteria that exist in the plaque and oral cavity. Invisibly small dentifrobots (1-10 µ), crawling at 1-10 µ/s, have the advantages of being inexpensive and safe as they are purely mechanical devices that would safely deactivate themselves if swallowed.
Periodontal drug delivery [4] The science of periodontics has witnessed considerable development with the advent of nanopharmaceuticals, nanosensors, nanoswitches, and nano delivery systems. Triclosan-loaded nanoparticles developed by PinonSegundo et al. have emerged as a new delivery system for the treatment of periodontal disease. Moving forward in this direction, a preliminary in vivo study has been performed in dogs, which concluded that triclosan nanoparticles were able to reduce the inflammation of the experimental sites.
Drugs can be incorporated into nanospheres composed of a biodegradable polymer. This enables timely release of the drug as the nanospheres degrade and specific site drug delivery [ Figure 5 ]. For exemplification, restininin which tetracycline is incorporated into microspheres for drug delivery by local means to a periodontal pocket.
Dental implants
Besides surface contact area and surface topography, bone bonding, and stability play a major role in implant success and osseointegration. Bone growth and implant success can be accelerated by the use of nanotechnology. Osteoblast formation on a more complex implant surface is formed by the addition of nanoscale deposits of hydroxyapatite and calcium phosphate particles. [21, 22] Material engineering, and hence implant dentistry, has advanced extensively on the basis of researches conducted on the effects and subsequent optimization of microtopography and surface chemistry. These new implants constructed on the basis of this technology are more acceptable as they enhance the integration of nano coatings resembling biological materials to the periodontal tissues. [23] In addition, implant surfaces coated with titanium oxide nanotubes and laced with silver nanoparticles serve the purpose of fighting infection thus increases the shelf life of the implants. [24] Bone regeneration [23] Bone transplants are commonly performed (2.2 million bone grafts performed annually worldwide). These transplants need scaffolds that are porous 3D structures which provide cell support and guide bone formation. Despite numerous investigations to develop such porous materials, it is still challenging to fully harness bone's capability to regenerate itself.
Bone regeneration requires three essential elements: Osteoconductive matrix (scaffold), osteoconductive signals, osteogenic cells that can respond to these signals, and an adequate blood supply [ Figure 6 ]. The first step, fabrication of strong and porous scaffolds, holds prime importance in the whole process. Nanotechnology delivers new useful tools to engineer the scaffold's internal surfaces and to create devices used in drug delivery with carefully controlled spatial release patterns. Different techniques have been suggested to successfully seed scaffolds along with cells. They can be roughly divided into two main groups, i.e. either attaching the cells to the internal scaffold surface or distributing them in the scaffold porosity with the help of a gel-like vehicle. Injectable gels comprising of cells could also be used directly in non-load bearing presentations. It has been detected that the presence of calcium within the matrix favors the osteogenic differentiation of the appropriate progenitor cell.
Bone replacement materials
Bone is said to be a natural nanostructure which is composed of organic compounds mainly of collagen. Nanotechnology targets to imitate this natural structure for development of nanobone, which can be used in dental applications [ Figure 7 ]. Nanocrystal appears as a loose microstructure with nanopores which are situated between these crystals. Bone display properties that are consistently far more superior to their individual constituent phases. The macro-scale orientation of the bones is either compact/cortical (dense material found at the surface of bones) or spongy/cancellous (foam-like material). Compact bone is composed of osteons which surrounds and shields the blood vessels. Osteons have a lamellar pattern, with each individual lamella having fibers arranged in geometrical patterns. Several collagen fibrils collectively form the fibers. These mineralized collagen fibrils are the basic building blocks of bone, composed of collagen protein called tropocollagen. The surfaces of the pores are modified by adding silicon molecules, which then helps in adsorption of the protein. These hydroxyapatite nanoparticles can be used for treating bone defects in periodontal diseases. [18] Various Hydroxyapatite nanoparticles used to treat bone defects are: Ostim ® (Osartis Gmbh, Germany) HA, Vitosso (Orthovita, Inc., USA), Ha + Tcpnanosstm (Angstrom Medica, USA) HA.
CONCLUSION
Nanotechnology is a promising technology that is playing an increasingly important role in the diagnostics, prognostics, prediction, and management of various treatments. [25] [26] [27] While most research in this field is still in its infancy, there is widespread agreement that the findings may have an enormous impact on society, with the potential to improve the quality of human life. Although the achievement of the goal of complete regeneration of the periodontal tissues (cementum, periodontal ligament, and bone) for periodontal management was not possible for many years, recent developments in nanomaterials, and nanotechnology have provided a promising insight into the commercial applications of nanomaterials in the management of periodontal diseases. Nanotechnology in dentistry still faces many challenges. Hence, it is envisaged that this trend will be further improved in the future and will be commercially explored in the upcoming times.
